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Abstract

sentences. Previous studies have proposed many
methods for implicit discourse recognition, among
them reasoning-based (Sugiura et al., 2013) and
pattern-based (Saito et al., 2006) methods. Many
of these earlier studies (Marcu and Echihabi, 2002;
Lin et al., 2009; Pitler et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2012;
Lan et al., 2013; Biran and McKeown, 2013; Rutherford and Xue, 2014) focused on using word pairs or
their derivative features. For example, take the two
following sentences:

We propose a method for implicit discourse
relation recognition using a recursive neural
network (RNN). Many previous studies have
used the word-pair feature to compare the
meaning of two sentences for implicit discourse relation recognition. Our proposed
method differs in that we use various-sized
sentence expression units and compare the
meaning of the expressions between two sentences by converting the expressions into vectors using the RNN. Experiments showed that
our method significantly improves the accuracy of identifying implicit discourse relations
compared with the word-pair method.

1

A1 : I like summer.
B1 : I prefer winter.

Introduction

Discourse relation recognition is a technique to identify the type of discourse relation between two sentences. Because discourse relation contributes to the
coherence of sentences, it has potential applications
in many natural language processing (NLP) tasks.
For example, in text summarization, it makes summary documents more consistent by using discourse
relations and structures (Gerani et al., 2014). Similarly, in conversational systems (Higashinaka et al.,
2014), discourse relations can help the system select
contextually appropriate system utterances.
Discourse relations are categorized into explicit
and implicit relations. Explicit relations have a discourse marker such as a connective, making them
easy to identify with a high degree of accuracy
(Pitler and Nenkova, 2009). Implicit discourse relations, in contrast, have no discourse marker between

In this case, we can easily identify the relation as
“comparison” by focusing on the word pair “summer - winter”. However, there is emerging evidence
that word pairs may no longer have a role to play
in implicit discourse relation recognition (Park and
Cardie, 2012). This is because identification is not
always possible by using just word pairs. When we
consider the following sentences,
A2 : I got soaked by the sudden rain yesterday.
B21 : Did you forget your umbrella at the office?
B22 : The rain was so heavy that my umbrella was
useless.
discourse A2 − B21 and A2 − B22 have different
relations. discourse A2 − B21 is causal relation:
B21 explains the reason for A1, and A2 − B22 is
expansion relation: B22 is a supplemental explanation about the “sudden rain” in A2. Nevertheless,
the same word pair “soaked - umbrella” can be ex-
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Figure 1: Overview of proposed discourse relation recognition.
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Figure 2: RNN structure in Japanese dependency structure.

tracted for both cases, making little contribution to
relation recognition. If we can use pairs of longer
expressions such as “I got soaked - forget your umbrella” and “I got soaked by the sudden rain - so
heavy that my umbrella was useless ”, it will be easier to perform relation recognition because the units
employed are more specific and distinguishing of
discourse relations.
This paper proposes a novel method for implicit
discourse relation recognition that compares various
expression units between two sentences. The smallest units of a sentence expression are words, and the
largest are the entire sentence. To consider various
expression units, we turn to a recursive neural network (RNN) based approach. The RNN is the neural
network based method to create vectors of various
expression units on the basis of the syntactic structure of a sentence and has been applied to various
NLP tasks (Socher et al., 2011; Li et al., 2014; Liu
et al., 2014). Here, we employ the RNN based approach for implicit discourse recognition and show
that our proposed method significantly outperforms
the word pair based approach.
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In this paper, we demonstrate through experiments using Japanese conversational data that our
method can improve the estimation performance of
implicit discourse relation recognition more than the
conventional word pair method. In the following
sections, we first describe our proposed method using the RNN with Japanese sentences in Section 2.
Section 3 explains the experiments we performed on
implicit discourse recognition in Japanese dialogue,
and we discuss the results in Section 4. Finally, we
conclude in Section 5.

2 Discourse relation recognition by
comparing various units of sentence
expressions
Figure 1 shows an overview of the proposed method
using various units of expressions in a sentence to
identify implicit discourse relations. First, we input
sentences to the RNN. The RNN then creates vectors
of various expression units on the basis of the input
syntactic structures in a bottom-up fashion. Next,
we create a feature vector by comparing vectors of
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various units of expression. The discourse relation
is identified by a discriminative classifier such as a
support vector machine (SVM). In this section, we
explain how the RNN works, describe how the vectors are created by the RNN, and show how to create
the feature for the classifier from vectors.
2.1 Recursive neural network
The RNN is a kind of deep neural network created
by applying the same set of weights recursively over
a structure. The RNN has a binary tree structure, and
its framework computes the representation for each
parent iteratively in a bottom-up fashion on the basis
of its children. We assume that word vectors c1 , c2 ,
and c3 have N dimensions. Each word is given vectors in advance by word embeddings (e.g., word2vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013a)). Segment vectors are created by combining word vectors from left to right in
each segment. The c1 and c2 ’s parent representation
vector p1 is computed as
p1 = f (We [c1 ; c2 ] + be )

(1)

where [c1 ; c2 ] is the 2N -dimension concatenation
vector of c1 and c2 , We is the N × 2N encoding
matrix, be is the N -dimension encode bias vector,
and f denotes an element-wise activation function
(we use tanh). The next parent representation vector
p2 , which has children p1 and c3 , is computed in the
same way by an input concatenation vector [p1 ; c3 ]
and encoding parameters We and be .
2.2 Creating vectors of various expression
units using the RNN
The RNN creates vectors of various expression units
during the process of creating a sentence vector. Our
approach compares the meaning of two sentences by
using these interim vectors. In this subsection, we
introduce a method for extracting vectors of various
expression units by the RNN for Japanese sentences.
Figure 2 shows the RNN structure based on
Japanese dependency structure. Japanese sentences
have dependency structures made up of bunsetsu
segments (bunsetsu is a Japanese expression unit
comprising one or more content words with zero
or more function words). We obtain the syntactic structures of sentences by Japanese dependency
parsing. Refer to (Kudo and Matsumoto, 2003) for
how Japanese dependency parsing works in general.
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We create segment vectors by combining word
vectors. The sentence vector is the root vector of
the RNN created at the end of the combining process. In this paper, we construct an RNN tree structure on top of the Japanese dependency structure. In
Japanese, dependency relationships are generally directed from left to right, so we constantly combine
segment vectors from the right-most segment to obtain the segment vector, as in the example shown in
Fig. 2.
Because Japanese dependency structures are not a
binary tree, there are some vectors that are not used
in the process of creating the sentence vector. For
example, the vectors of the expressions “I got soaked
yesterday” and “I got soaked by rain” are not created
in the process of creating the sentence vector in Fig.
2. Since these vectors have an independent meaning
and can be useful, in our proposed method, we use
all the vectors (including ones that do not lead to the
sentence vector) in the RNN structure for discourse
relation recognition as we describe in the following
section.
2.3 Feature creation from vectors for discourse
relation recognition
If sentences 1 and 2 have n and m vectors, respectively, we have to create a feature vector considering n × m patterns. However, the feature vector for
the classifier must be fixed-length although the number of vectors extracted from a sentence changes dynamically depending on the number of words and on
the syntactic structure. Therefore, we need to create
a fixed-length feature vector without dependence on
the number of vectors. The simplest approach to do
this is to use a concatenation of sentence vectors as
the feature vector. However, this way does not allow us to directly compare the meaning of intermediate expression units. Here, we create fixed-length
feature vectors by dynamic pooling and difference
vectors as follows:
Dynamic Pooling
Dynamic Pooling (DP) (Socher et al., 2011) is a
method to create fixed-length features using the
similarity between two vectors (Fig. 3). First,
we create a similarity matrix between the vectors within the two sentences. The similarity
between two vectors is computed with cosine
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Figure 3: Overview of Dynamic Pooling.

similarity, as follows:
sim(v1 , v2 ) =

v1 · v2
|v1 ||v2 |

(2)

where v1 and v2 denote vectors extracted from
sentences 1 and 2, respectively. The row and
column order of the matrix is placed depth-first
in the RNN tree, right-to-left. Specifically, matrix element s00 , which is the first element of
similarity matrix S, is the degree of similarity
between the left-most word vectors in each sentence.
In DP, the similarity matrix is split up into a
sub-matrix by a grid window. The size of the
grid window is computed depending on pooling size np . If sentences 1 and 2 have N and
M vectors, respectively, the grid window size
is [ nNp ] × [ nMp ]. We extract a maximum similarity value element in each sub-matrix to create
a pooled matrix. This pooled matrix is consistently fixed-length because the grid window
size dynamically varies depending on sentence
length. Similarity information between two
sentences is consolidated into a fixed-length
feature by the DP.
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Difference vectors
Recent studies of word embeddings such as
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013b) have revealed that difference vectors are meaningful.
In the well-known word2vec example, the vector operation “king - man + woman = queen”
holds. That is, the difference vector “king - man
” represents the information of kingship. Following this insight, we use the difference vector in the hope that it can capture some relations between sentences. The difference vector
is computed by subtracting two vectors, v1 and
v2 ,
diff (v1 , v2 ) =

v1 − v2
|v1 − v2 |

(3)

where vectors v1 and v2 denote vectors created by the RNN. In this paper, we utilize the
mean vector of all difference vectors created by
a combination of all the vectors (i.e., vectors
that correspond to all the cells in the matrix S
in Fig. 3) of two sentences as a feature vector.

3 Experiment
We performed experiments using a Japanese conversational corpus. First, we explain the dataset used
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Figure 4: Discourse relation corpus from Japanese dialogue.
Utterance 1
ීஈ͓ञΛҿ·Ε·͔͢ʁ
(Do you drink alcoholic beverages in your daily life?))
ɹεϛϊϑΞΠεΛΑ͘ҿΈ
·͢ɻ(I often drink Smirnoff
Ice.)
εϛϊϑΞΠεΛΑ͘ҿΈ·
͢ɻ(I often drink Smirnoff Ice.)

Utterance 2
εϛϊϑΞΠεΛΑ͘ҿΈ·
͢ɻ(I often drink Smirnoff Ice.)

ຊञ͋·ΓҿΈ·ͤΜɻ(I
rarely drink Japanese sake.)

ຊञ͋·ΓҿΈ·ͤΜɻ(I
rarely drink Japanese sake.)

ಠಛͷຯ͕͢ΔͷͰɻ(Because
I think its taste is so unique.)

εοΩϦ͠·͢ΑͶɻ(It has a
refreshing taste.)

Relation
Implicit ɹ ɹ ɹ ɹ
EXPANSION
ɹ
Instantiation
Implicit
ɹ ɹ ɹ
CONTINGENCY
Cause
Implicit
ɹ ɹ ɹ
COMPARISON
Contrast
Explicit
ɹ ɹ ɹ
CONTINGENCY
Cause

Connective
ྫ͑ɹɹ
(For example)
ͳͥͳΒɹɹ
(Because)
Ͱ
(But)

ɹɹ

ͷͰ ɹɹɹ
(Because)

Table 1: Examples of utterance pairs and discourse relations extracted from Fig. 4.

for the experiment. Next, we describe our experimental methodology and comparative methods. Finally, we present the experimental results.
3.1 Dataset
In this paper, we focus on conversational dialogue
because we want sophistication of dialogue analysis
by using discourse relations.
The annotation framework follows the Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB), a corpus of English texts
from the Wall Street Journal in which the relations
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between abstract objects in discourse are annotated
(Prasad et al., 2008). The PDTB has four classes
(CONTINGENCY, COMPARISON, EXPANSION,
and TEMPORAL) and 16 types of discourse relation within its hierarchical structure. In the PDTB,
the discourse relations are decided with connectives:
“because” , “and”, “but”, and so on. If a discourse
marker (e.g., a connective) is written clearly in either target sentence, the discourse relation is categorized as Explicit. Discourse relations without any
discourse marker are called Implicit.
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We annotated PDTB-style discourse relations to
the Japanese conversational dialogue corpus created
by Higashinaka et al. (2014). Figure 4 shows the
annotated Japanese conversational dialogue corpus.
We provide connective tags to each utterance if they
have a connective. Connective elements have five attributes: category, which denotes discourse relation
category and can be either explicit or implicit; class,
which includes the four discourse relations; type,
which denotes detailed relation types; rel, which denotes an utterance line number that has a discourse
relation; and marker, which denotes the connective
appropriate for discourse relation if the relation is
Implicit. Table 1 gives a tabular view of the utterance pairs from Fig. 4.
Note that there is another dialogue corpus annotated with PDTB-style discourse relations (Tonelli et
al., 2010); however, they focus on the design of the
corpus and do not tackle the problem of discourse
relation recognition.

• Comparative methods
Word pair
The word pair feature is a basic feature
for discourse recognition. Input sentences
are split into words by a morphological
analyzer MeCab1 (we used this analyzer
throughout the paper). We create word
pair tokens from the combination of words
between two sentences. Finally, the word
pair feature is created by creating wordpair appearance frequency vectors.
Vector centroid
We create a sentence vector by computing
the centroid of all word vectors in the sentence and use the vector as a feature. Here,
word vectors are given by the word2vec
model created using Japanese Wikipedia
data. Note that the word centroid vector
reflects the whole meaning of the sentence
without syntactic structure or word order.
RNN sentence
The RNN sentence feature is the root node
vector of the RNN structure. Parameters
of the RNN are trained with data consisting of 100,000 utterances from the aforementioned dialogue corpus. The sentence
vector differs from the word centroid vector in that it includes the information of
syntactic structure.

3.2 Experimental method and results
We evaluate our proposed approach using the annotated conversational dialogue corpus. We created an
implicit discourse relation classifier using an SVM
with training data consisting of utterance pairs that
have an explicit discourse relation. Explicit relations
are more certain than implicit relations, so explicit
relational data have been used as training data (Pitler
and Nenkova, 2009).
We performed the evaluation by classifying three
discourse relations (CONTINGENCY, COMPARISON , and EXPANSION) using classifiers. Here,
we do not use the TEMPORAL relation class because far fewer utterance pairs have a relation to
TEMPORAL than the other relations. Training data
consisted of 5,000 utterance pairs for each relation.
Test data were utterance pairs that have an implicit
discourse relation, with each relation containing 500
utterance pairs by random sampling.
We evaluated our proposed method along with
several comparative methods. All the methods derive features for two sentences to be classified by
the SVM. The features used by the methods are described as below.

• Proposed methods
RNN + DP
The RNN+DP feature is a concatenation
vector with the RNN sentence vector and
Dynamic Pooling vector (window size: 5).
RNN + DP + diff
The RNN+DP+diff feature is a concatenation vector with the RNN sentence vector,
Dynamic Pooling, and a difference vector.
Figure 5 shows the results of the overall classification accuracy and McNemar’s testing, and Table 2 shows the implicit discourse classification performance for each discourse relation by using precision, recall, and F-score. As can be seen in Fig.
5, our proposed method (RNN + DP + diff) had the
1
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Word pair
Vector centroid
RNN sentence
RNN + DP
RNN + DP + diff

CONTINGENCY
Precision Recall F-score
0.38
0.60
0.46
0.39
0.38
0.38
0.42
0.26
0.32
0.41
0.41
0.41
0.45
0.41
0.43

COMPARISON
Precision Recall F-score
0.41
0.32
0.36
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.47
0.26
0.34
0.46
0.29
0.36
0.48
0.30
0.37

EXPANSION
Precision Recall F-score
0.37
0.22
0.28
0.41
0.43
0.42
0.36
0.66
0.47
0.39
0.53
0.45
0.41
0.60
0.49

Table 2: Implicit discourse classification scores.
Utterance 1

Utterance 2
Example of correct classification by all methods
ࢲεΩʔಘҙͰ͢ʂ(I’m good at skiing too!) Ϙʔυͯ͘͠ (Snowboarding is hard for
me.)
͖ͳ൪ͷδϟϯϧ͋Γ·͔͢ (What type όϥΤςΟͰ͔͢Ͷ ( I like variety shows.)
of TV programs do you like?)
Example of correct classification by RNN + DP + diff
ࡢ༡Ԃʹߦ͖·ͨ͠ (I went to an amuse- ͖ͳόϯυͷϥΠϒ͕ͦ͜Ͱ͋ͬͨΜͰ
ment park yesterday.)
͢ (My favorite band performed played a live
show there.)
ϝΠΫͷํͬͯͲ͜ͰֶͿΜͰ͠ΐͶʁ ࢲࡶࢽΛ͕ͳݟΒͰ͢Ͷ (I learn them by
(Where do you learn your makeup tech- reading magazines.)
niques?)

Predicted relation
COMPARISON
EXPANSION

CONTINGENCY

EXPANSION

Table 3: Examples of discourse relation recognition between two utterances.

ΎΎ ƉсϬ͘ϬϬϰϲ
ƉсϬ͘ϭϮ
ΎΎƉсϬ͘ϬϬϳϳ ƉсϬ͘ϬϳϬ
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Figure 5: Comparison of classification accuracy.

highest accuracy (accuracy = 0.43), and the results
of McNemar’s testing reveal a significant difference
between the (Word pair) and (RNN + DP + diff)
methods (p = 0.0046, p < 0.001) and between the
(RNN sentence) and (RNN + DP + diff) methods
(p = 0.0077, p < 0.001). In contrast, the difference between the (Vector centroid) and (RNN +
DP + diff) methods was only marginally significant
(p = 0.12).
The accuracy of the baseline method Word pair
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(0.38) is very close to that of pure chance (0.33).
We separately checked the inter-annotator agreement of discourse relation relation annotation and
found that the accuracy of human (taking another
annotator’s annotation as gold standard) is 0.67. If
the upper bound is 0.67, then our proposed method
(0.43) achieves 64% accuracy relative to human performance, which is a lot higher than 57% accuracy
(0.38) of Word pair, showing our contribution to
implicit discourse relation recognition.
We show examples of the discourse relation
recognition results between two Japanese utterances
in Table 3. The upper two examples show utterance
pairs that were classified correctly by all methods,
while the two examples at the bottom were correctly
classified by only the (RNN + DP + diff) method.

4 Discussion
The accuracy and McNemar’s testing results indicate that our proposed approach (RNN + DP + diff)
outperformed the word-pair and sentence vector approach, demonstrating that our approach, with its
use of various units of expression, is more effective
than the approach based on word pair and sentences.
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Figure 6: Visualization of RNN sentence vectors.
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Our experimental results show that the RNN vectors are not always superior to word centroid vectors
because there are cases where it is not necessary to
consider syntax. Sometimes, word pairs are better
suited for obtaining the generic topic of a sentence.
However, we also found that implicit discourse relation recognition requires to detect slight differences
in expressions in sentences. For example, Figs. 6
and 7 compare RNN vectors and word-centroid vectors in the visualization of vector space. The sentences “I like baseball more than soccer.” and “I like
soccer more than baseball.” are in different places
in Fig. 6. If the first sentence is “I like soccer.” and
the second sentence is “I like soccer more than baseball.”, the discourse relation between two sentences
is EXPANSION (I like soccer. Moreover, I like soccer more than baseball.). However, if the second
sentence is “I like baseball more than soccer.”, the
most appropriate discourse relation is COMPARISON (I like soccer. But I like baseball more than
soccer.). The RNN vectors are able to capture these
different structures, enabling our proposed method
to recognize discourse relations more precisely.

5 Conclusion

Figure 7: Visualization of word centroid vectors. Note
that the vector “I like soccer more than baseball” overlaps
with the vector “I like baseball more than soccer.”.

In the example in Table 3, the inputs classified
correctly by all methods were identified by extracting the characteristic content words from each utterance. For example, in the first example, the relation is identified as COMPARISON by extracting
the pair “skiing - snowboarding”. In contrast, in the
last example, while the relation is difficult to identify
as EXPANSION by extracting the pairs “makeup
- magazine” or “makeup - learn”, we can identify
the relation by extracting the expression pairs “your
makeup techniques - by reading a magazine”. By
taking advantage of the various units of expression
in a sentence, our approach appropriately identifies
the discourse relation between two sentences.
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We proposed an implicit discourse relation detection
method using various units of expressions between
two sentences. All expressions are converted into
vectors by the RNN and then applied to Japanese dependency structures. Experimental results showed
that our approach performs better than the conventional word-pair features method. This paper is the
first to show that various expression units in sentences are effective for implicit discourse relation
recognition.
Our future work is to enable more feature selection using intermediate expression vectors and to
consider applications for dialogue systems. Current
dialogue systems have problems that they choose a
contextually inappropriate utterance for the user input. Since two utterances with a discourse relation
can be coherent, we expect the quality of utterance
selection to be increased by selecting an utterance
that has a discourse relation with the user utterance.
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